Stack Striping and Row Markings

To organize the container stacks for computerized location, and to support the dispatching of trucks automatically from the Truck Dispatch Area (TDA).

In order to support the dispatching of trucks from the Truck Dispatch Area (TDA), it is vital for Landers Operations to know where every stacked International Import container is located at every moment.

Therefore, each reachstacker and Rubber Tire Gantry (RTG) on the Landers terminal that will handle containers in the stack has been outfitted with hardware, software, and a wireless data communication system to report on the location of every container in the stack.

And every possible stack location for containers has been identified with slot markings and row labels.

For more information on this year’s changes at Landers Terminal, please refer to all five educational flyers in distribution:

1. Stack striping
2. RTG assembly
3. TDA construction
4. TDA usage with reachstackers
5. TDA usage with reachstackers and RTGs

For more information: landersstackingproject@nscorp.com